


COURSE OF HISTORY 
AND PRACTICE OF CALLIGRAPHY

BRUSHPEN



1. History of the brush-pen style

2. Alphabet, exercises, receptions

3. Study and work with different brushes

4. Creation of brush-pen inscriptions 
in different styles and traditions

5. Create a slogan or phrase for lettering or logo

6. Creating your own calligraphic composition 
in the style of the brush-pen

BRUSHPEN













COURSE OF LETTERING 
AND BRANDING

BRUSHPEN



1. Principles for constructing an inscription or phrase 
(rhythm, rhyme, the game of shapes and silhouettes)

2. The image, symbol and narrative in the logo

3. Creation of logos in different styles 
(museum, rock club, restaurant)

4. The laws of creating design a corporate identity 
and creating graphical elements

5. Lettering and typography, chalkboard type style

6. Create a custom style book for the customer. 
Principles and aesthetic presentation

LETTERING&BRANDING

















COURSE OF HISTORY 
AND PRACTICE OF FONT DESIGN

Historical prototypes 
and modern digital font



1. History of the font and the European script

2. The structure of letters from the Roman 
Antiquity to the modern grotesque font

3. Study of contours of letters of historical 
prototypes and work with font programs

4. Creating a font design according to the style

5. Using digital fonts in their design projects

6. Universal opportunities for professional possession 
of the entire range of font technologies for a graphic designer

Historical prototypes 
and modern digital font









COURSE PACKING 
AND LABEL DESIGN

WINE&BEER&MILK



1. History and trends in packaging

2. Principles of composition in the label

3. Conceptual, experimental and traditional 
design in packaging

4. Font and image in the brand: the search for harmony

5. Creating brands of wine, beer and dairy products in different 
styles and for different tasks

6. Integrated development of an umbrella brand and a graphic 
image of the product

WINE&BEER&MILK













COURSE DESIGN POSTER

POSTER&BOOK



1. History of the poster and the basis of the composition

2. Calligraphy and font possibilities in poster design

3. Work in different styles of poster art
(classic, modern, postmodern)

4. Creating posters on a given topic,
connected with different directions in music

5. Graphical communication between the poster 
and the design of the book

6. Font features for book covers

POSTER&BOOK














